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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Owing to the rapid growth of e-learning communities, 

several educational institutions have developed a variety of 

learning management systems (LMSs) independently, which 

they have constructed based on their own functional 

requirements. Therefore, there is a rapidly increasing number 

of duplicate learning resources (LRs) published on different 

sites. Metadata plays a crucial role in describing the content 

of such LRs and in facilitating their integration, to enable the 

reusability and exchangeability of existing LRs in different 

LMSs. The use of different types of metadata still results in 

a problem of interoperability across heterogeneous LRs. 

Furthermore, most of these metadata standards lack formal 

semantics and a common standard between heterogeneous 

metadata descriptions across domains. 

Until recently, a number of researchers [1, 2] have used 

metadata standards and ontologies to semantically annotate 

LRs; this can easily increase discovery and reuse, and 

facilitate sharing of LRs among LMSs. Several studies of 

LR sharing using ontology mapping have been performed [3, 

4]. Despite wide acceptance, however, the problems of 

semantic interoperability and semantic discovery across 

heterogeneous LMSs still have the potential to cause 

difficulties in sharing available LRs. The meaning of the 

information described and the differences in design among 

information systems lead to information heterogeneity 

problems (or semantic conflicts). In this paper, we classify 
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the problem into two main levels, which are described 

below [5, 6].  

1) Semantic heterogeneity occurs when there is 

disagreement about the meaning, interpretation, or intended 

use of the same or related data. 

2) Structural heterogeneity occurs when the same 

concepts are modelled with different logical structures in 

different systems. In most cases, no direct concept-to-

concept mapping is possible. 

To address the problems above, we propose a method of 

resolution for issues of heterogeneity using ontology 

mapping extended from our previous work [7-9]. We have 

applied SWRL to solve the problem of ontology mapping, 

especially in the case of structural conflicts, for which Web 

Ontology Language (OWL) has a limited capability. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: 

Section II illustrates heterogeneity problems with a 

motivating example. Section III describes the design of the 

common ontology that was used in most of this work to 

overcome the problems outlined above. The ontology 

mapping for integration is presented in Section IV. Section 

V presents experimental results obtained via the system 

implementation and evaluation of the proposed mapping 

technique. Finally, our conclusions and suggestions for 

future work are summarized in Section VI. 
 

 

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
 

To illustrate the information heterogeneity problems that 

exist in most e-learning systems, we demonstrate here how 

two different LR ontologies can extract only a portion of the 

learning-content resources from distinct LMS repositories. 

The ontologies are referred to as LR1 and LR2, and are 

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
 

A. Semantic Heterogeneity 
 

Semantic heterogeneity occurs when there is a disagree-

ment about the meaning, interpretation, or intended use of 

the same or related data [10, 11]. Semantic heterogeneity 

is classified into three types: naming conflicts, scaling 

conflicts, and property value conflicts. These types are 

described below. 

1) Naming conflicts encompass two different kinds of 

conflict, namely synonyms and homonyms. Synonyms are 

semantically equivalent concepts or properties defined by 

different names. For example, the concept (or class) 

LR1:Teacher and the concept LR2:Lecturer are synonymous 

concepts, since they both refer to the same fact. Homonyms, 

on the other hand, are semantically unrelated concepts or 

properties defined by the same name. For example, the 

property LR1:name refers to the name of a Learning 

Resource, whereas the property LR2:name signifies the 

name of a Person. 

2) Scaling conflicts concern semantically equivalent 

properties defined using different scales (or units of 

measurement). For example, the properties LR1:salary and 

LR2:salary have different units of measurement, ‘EUR’ and 

‘USD’, respectively. 

3) Property value conflicts concern semantically 

equivalent properties defined with different property values. 

For example, the property LR1:gender defines ‘M’ and ‘F’ 

to refer to ‘male’ and ‘female’, whereas the property 

LR2:sex uses ‘0’ and ‘1’ to represent ‘male’ and ‘female’, 

respectively. 

 

B. Structural Heterogeneity 
 

Structural heterogeneity occurs when the same concepts 

are modelled with different logical structures in different 

systems. Although there are several publications that 

classify structural heterogeneity into various types of 

conflicts [5, 6, 10, 11], this paper focuses on four main 

kinds of such conflicts, as described below. 

1) Generalization conflicts concern semantically related 

concepts that are defined in different systems, where the 

concepts in one system subsume the concepts in another 

system. For example, the concept LR1:Members subsumes 

the concept LR2:Guest since the concept LR2:Guest is a 

subconcept of LR1:Members. 

2) Aggregation conflicts arise when a property or a 

concept in one system maps to a group of properties or 

concepts, respectively, in another system. For example, the 

property LR2:name of the concept LR2:Person is equivalent 

to a group of properties, LR1:title, LR1:firstName, and 

LR1:lastName, of the concept LR1:Members. 

3) Property discrepancies concern semantically 

equivalent properties defined with different property types. 

For example, the properties LR1:author and dc:creator in 

LR2 are semantically equivalent, but the property LR1: 

author is a datatype property, whereas dc:creator is an 

object property. 

4) Concept discrepancies occur when the logical 

structure of a set of properties and their values belonging to 

a concept in one system are organized to form a different 

structure in another system. For example, the concept 

LR1:Subject is equivalent to the concept LR2:Learning 

Resource, whose property LR2:hasStructure has the concept 

LR2:Course as its range. 
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Fig. 1. The source ontology LR1. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The source ontology LR2. 

 

 

III. A COMMON ONTOLOGY 
 

To overcome heterogeneity problems, we designed the 

Common Ontology (CO) as a standard mediatory ontology 

for supporting the integration. The CO was defined using 

basic terms based on standard metadata for e-learning. The 

two common standards, namely DC and LOM, are included. 

These standards are aimed at enabling usability, aiding 

discoverability, and facilitating interoperability, usually in 

the context of online LMSs. Terminology outside this 

common vocabulary must be translated to the terminology 

of the metadata standard; otherwise, a comparison of data 

semantics will not be possible. In this paper, the common 

terms that cannot be described with the DC and LOM 

vocabularies are prefixed with the namespace CO, as 

depicted in Fig. 3. 

The CO structure consists of standard concepts and 

standard properties. The standard concepts include, for 

example, CO:LearningResource, CO:Course, CO:Unit, 

CO:LearningResourceFile, dcterms:IMT, and so on. 

 

Fig. 3. The common ontology. 

 

 

The standard properties are the datatype property and the 

object property. A datatype property, such as dc:description, 

has a literal as its range and defines the datatype using a 

built-in XML schema. A property which has a concept as its 

range, such as dc:format, is called an object property. The 

arrows in Fig. 3 labelled ‘is-a’ (subClassOf) establish a 

relationship between concepts in the form of a subsumption 

hierarchy. Other concepts and properties can be extended 

into the CO because of its scalability. The standard CO 

provides an abstract view for users to access information 

about each local ontology. 

 

 

IV. ONTOLOGY MAPPING  
 

A. Mapping Rules 
 

This section describes the method of conflict detection 

and resolution for overcoming the problems mentioned in 

Section II. The conflict detection method is presented in the 

form of rules and algorithms, whereas the resolution method 

is presented as mapping rules, which are used to map 

between any local ontology and the CO. In our approach, 

LR1 and LR2 must be mapped into a standard-related entity 

in the CO. Thus, both ontologies have already conducted 

sharing of their LRs with the CO. In view of this, after 

mapping has been performed from LR1 and LR2 to the CO, 

LR1 can map the semantic entities of LR2 automatically, 

because it knows about their mapping to a common schema 

from the CO. This will become increasingly beneficial as 

more educational content providers begin to use the CO for 

global sharing of a standard mapping to their repositories. 

The following definitions are general notations for the 

CO components. They are represented on the basis of 

object-oriented programming and set theory. 

DEFINITION 1. CO is a set of learning-resource metadata 

based on the Common Ontology, defined as a tuple CO = 

<Cco, Pco, Ico, Oco, RCco, RPco, co>, where Cco, Pco, Ico, Oco, 

RCco, RPco, and co are defined as below. 
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DEFINITION 2. Cco is a finite set of common concepts, Cco 

= {cci |∀i = 1…n}. 

DEFINITION 3. Pco is a finite set of common properties, 

Pco = {pci |∀i = 1…n}. 

DEFINITION 4. Ico is a set of individuals (or instances) of 

the common concepts, Ico = {Ĭci  ccj |∀i = 1…n, ∀j = 

1…m}. 

DEFINITION 5. Oco is a set of range concepts or literal 

values of the common properties, called objects, Oco = {oci 

 Ico or oci = Literal value |∀i = 1…n}. 

DEFINITION 6. RCco is a set of mappings from a concept 

to a concept and is defined as a set of axioms, RCco = {rc(ccm, 

cck) | ccm, cck  Cco and rc  Ŕc}, where Ŕc = {subClassOf, 

disjoint, union, equivalentClass}. 

DEFINITION 7. RPco is a set of mappings from a property 

to a property and is defined as a set of axioms, RPco = 

{rp(pcm, pck) | pcm, pck  Pco, and rp  Ŕp}, where Ŕp = 

{subPropertyOf, equivalentProperty}. 

DEFINITION 8. co is a set of atoms conforming to the 

SWRL axioms. Atoms can be formed as co = {Cco(x), Pco(x, 

y), sameAs(x, y), differentFrom(x, y), builtIn(r, x,…)}, 

where x, y are either variables, individuals or literal values. 

An atom Cco(x) holds if x is an instance of the concept Cco; 

an atom Pco(x, y) holds if x is related to y by the property Pco; 

an atom sameAs(x, y) holds if x is interpreted as the same 

object as y; an atom differentFrom(x, y) holds if x and y are 

interpreted as different objects; and builtIn(r, x,…) holds if 

the built-in relation r holds on the interpretations of the 

arguments. 

The following functions define the domain, range, and 

type of the common properties. 

Ɖ: Pco → Cco gives the set of domain concepts (Cco) of a 

property pck  Pco. 

Ř: Pco → Oco gives the set of range concepts or literals 

(Oco) of a property pck  Pco. 

: Pco → Tp gives the set of property types (Tp) of a 

property pck  Pco. 

If (Ř(pck) = ock  Cco), then (pck) = ObjectProperty. If 

(Ř(pck) = Literal), then (pck) = DatatypeProperty. 

DEFINITION 9. An ontology mapping, denoted by OM, is 

defined as a tuple OM = <Τco, Τlo, Φ, Ř >, where 

Τco = {Cco  Pco} is a set of CO terms consisting of 

common concepts and common properties. 

Τlo = {Clo  Plo} is a set of local ontology terms 

consisting of local concepts and local properties. 

Φ is a set of rules defined to detect the conflicts of 

semantics and structure. 

Ř is a set of mapping rules to enable semantic mapping 

for each kind of conflict. 

 

The conflict detection rules and the mapping rules are 

defined in the following sections. 
 

B. Conflict Detection and Resolution  
 

1) Resolution for Semantic Heterogeneity 

(a) Naming-conflict resolution: To resolve the 

synonyms conflict, the resolution procedure applies the 

WordNet similarity measure [12] of Wu and Palmer [13] to 

compute the degree of similarity between two terms and to 

suggest identical terms in the two ontologies based on an 

accepted threshold specified by the system. 

 

Rule 1: If the similarity score of two terms is equal to 1, 

then the two terms are equivalent, i.e. 

 

,21 : ST TSim   where 

 
T1 = {

ilkt  Tlo |  i =1…n}, T2 = {
jlkt  Tco |∀ j =1...m}, 

and 
S = {si |  i =1…n and 0 ≤ si ≤ 1, with si being the 

similarity score}. 

 

A term tlk  Tlo is mapped onto tck  Tco if and only if 

both tlk and tck are semantically equivalent terms, denoted as 

tlk  tck, and then sk  S is equal to 1, i.e. Simwup(tlk, tck) = 1. 

This means that the terms tlk and tck are in the same synset. 

The mapping rules for resolving the conflict in other 

cases are as below, where tlk and tck are the terms involved: 

 
Mapping Rule 1: 

Case 1:  tlk and tck are terms for concepts: 

   
)(  )( ?xc?xc cklk   

             

Case 2:  tlk and tck are terms for properties: 

   ),(  ),( ?y?xp?y?xp cklk  , where 

 

     plk  pck  iff  (plk)  (pck), Ɖ(plk)  Ɖ(pck) and Ř(plk) 

 Ř(pck). 

 

(b) Scaling-conflict resolution: The property LR1: 

salary can be converted to the same currency unit as the 

standard property in the CO.  

 

Rule 2: If the two scaling units are in conflict, then the 

local unit needs to be converted to the standard unit as in the 

CO. 

A local literal value olk of LR1:salary has a scaling unit 

(such as EUR), i.e. plk(?x, ?y) = LR1:salary(?x ?unit1), 

where ?unit1 refers to the olk in the local unit. The standard 
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literal value ock of CO:salary has a different unit (such as 

USD), i.e. pck(?x, ?y) = CO:salary(?x, ?unit2), where ?unit2 

refers to the ock in another unit. In this resolution, we apply 

the multiply built-in function of SWRL to convert olk to the 

unit ock in the mapping rule below. 

 
Mapping Rule 2: 
 

 

 

 

The property klp  is generated to receive ?unit2 of the 

property lkp executed by the swrlb:multiply function, and 

‘?const_rate’ is the variable representing the exchange rate 

for converting from ?unit1 to ?unit2. 

The following mapping rule applies Mapping Rule 2 to 

resolve the scaling conflict occurring in LR1:salary, where 

the 1.23 is the rate exchange between the EUR and USD. 

 
 

 

 

 

(c) Property-value conflict resolution: The values of 

LR1:gender and LR2:sex can be converted to the same value 

as the standard property in the CO. 

 

Rule 3: If the values, olk and ock, of the equivalent 

properties are in conflict, then the local value olk needs to be 

converted to the standard value ock as in the CO. 

In this resolution, we apply SWRL to convert the olk of 

LR1:gender = “M” to ock = “Male” and to convert olk = “F” 

to ock = “Female” in the mapping rule below. 

 

Mapping Rule 3: 

)( )()( ?x, "b"p?x, "a"p?xc lklklk   

 

where “a” and “b” refer to the literal values of olk and ock, 

respectively. 
The resolution of the conflicts in the case study is 

presented below: 
 

 

 
 

 

 

2) Resolution for Semantic Heterogeneity 

(a) Generalization conflict resolution: This solution 

considers the association between concepts, where each 

concept is associated with another concept as a superclass 

(superconcept) or a subclass (subconcept). Two possible 

cases can be considered, as follows. 

Case 1: A standard concept cck has no subconcepts (it is a 

single class), and it subsumes a local concept clk. 

 

Rule 4: If a concept cck has no subconcepts but it 

subsumes a concept clk, then clk can be assigned as a 

subclass of cck. 

 

Mapping Rule 4: The concept clk must be assigned as a 

subclass of a concept cck, clk  cck, when cck has no 

subconcepts. The conflict resolution is performed by 

Algorithm 1 below. An image concept csm of clk is copied, 

denoted by COImageChild(clk, csm), and has the namespace 

CO attached to it. Thus, the new concept csm is equivalent to 

clk, and then the concept csm is assigned the standard concept 

cck as a subclass of (subClassOf), so that users can view and 

invoke this concept from the CO. 

 
 

Algorithm 1: Generalization conflict resolution when cck                            

has no subconcepts 

If  ∀cj  Cco(subClassOf(cj, cck)) then    

/* the local concept is a proper subconcept of the standard concept */     

     

Begin 

  COImageChild(clk, csm)   

/* create the image concept csm of clk and attach it to the CO 

namespace */ 

  Let clk = csm;           /* clk is set as the target concept */ 

  Let csm  Cco;     /* set target concept to be a concept of Cco */ 

                                   

 equivalentClass(clk, csm)    

/*assign the equivalence between the source and the target concept */ 

 subClassOf(csm, cck)       

 /* assign the target concept to be a subconcept of Cco */ 

 

EndIf 

 

 

Case 2: A standard concept cck has subconcepts and 

subsumes a local concept clk. 

 

Rule 5: If a concept clk has a semantic relationship as a 

subClassOf a concept cck that has some subconcepts, then clk 

is defined as a subClassOf cck when clk is equivalent to a 

subconcept of that cck. 

 

Mapping Rule 5: If a concept clk has a semantic 

relationship as a subClassOf a concept cck that has 

subconcepts, clk is defined as a subClassOf that cck when 

there is an equivalence between clk and a subconcept of cck. 

The conflict resolution is performed after Algorithm 2 

below is executed. 

 

)2 ,(  ) ,_ ,(

) ()(

?unit?xp?unit1rate?const?unit2

iplyswrlb:mult?unit1?x,p?xc

kl

lklk





) ,( 

) ,23.1 ,(

) ( )(

?usd?xUSDLR1:salary

?eur?usdiplyswrlb:mult

?eur?x,LR1:salary?xrLR1:Teache







)(

)()(

)( 

)()(

e"?x, "FemalLR1:gender

?x, "F"LR1:gender?xsLR1:Member

?x, "Male"LR1:gender

 ?x, "M"LR1:gender?xsLR1:Member
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Algorithm 2: Generalization conflict resolution when cck has 

subconcepts 

If  cj  Cco(subClassOf(cj, cck)) then   

/* the standard concept has subconcepts */ 

 

Begin 

If  cj Simwup(cj, clk) = 1 then   

/* a similarity between clk and a subconcept of Cco has been found */                                                               

     equivalentClass(cj, clk)    
/* set equivalence between clk and cj */                                                                        

  Else 

     Perform Algorithm 1 to define the subclass association 

  EndIf 

 

EndIf 

 

 

After Mapping Rule 5 has been applied, the concept clk is 

automatically assigned as a subconcept of the superconcept 

cck, which is denoted as subClassOf(clk, cck). This is inferred 

from equivalentClass(cj, clk). If the class description clk is 

defined as a subClassOf cck, then the set of individuals of clk 

must be a subset of the set of individuals in the class 

extension of cck, such that Ĭlk  cck. 

 

(b) Aggregation conflict resolution: When these 

conflicts occur, a vCard format for standard metadata is 

used to resolve the problem by allowing the system to 

define semantic equality. 

 

Rule 6: If a property in one ontology is similar to a group 

of properties in another ontology, then it can be mapped to 

that group of properties in the other ontology, as follows. 

Since a group of properties LR1:title, LR1:firstName, and 

LR1:lastName are semantically related to vCard:FN in the 

CO, the group of these properties can be mapped to the 

vCard:FN property in the CO by the stringConcat function. 

The resolution is shown in Mapping Rule 6. 

 

Mapping Rule 6: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

(c) Property discrepancy resolution: To resolve the 

conflict, the type of the local property needs to be 

transformed to a standard type. 

 
Rule 7: If two equivalent properties have different 

property types, then the type of the local property (plk) is 

mapped into a standard type (pck) as the equivalent 

property in the CO. 
Mapping Rule 7 resolves the difference between 

(LR1:author) and (dc:creator). Here, Ř(LR1:author) = 

Literal, i.e. (LR1:author) = DatatypeProperty, whereas 

Ř(dc:creator) = ock  Cco, i.e. (dc:creator) = Object 

Property. Therefore, we need to map LR1:author into a 

standard type as dc:creator. The resolution of this conflict 

depends on the designated mapping functions, as illustrated 

in the following example. The value of LR1:author can be 

separated into three standard properties, vCard:honorific-

prefix, vCard:given-name, and vCard:family-name, using 

the swrlb:substringBefore and swrlb:substringAfter functions 

to split the space in the value of LR1:author. 

 

Mapping Rule 7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that the concept LR1:TempName is created to 

receive the instance (?b) that holds the three vCard 

properties. We have equivalentClass(LR1:TempName, vCard: 

Name), and equivalentProperty(LR1:author, dc:creator) 

because (LR1:author) = ObjectProperty. 

 

(d) Concept discrepancy resolution: The resolution 

procedure applies a value constraint in OWL DL to link a 

restriction class to either a class description or a data range. 

 

Rule 8: If a set of properties and values of a concept in 

one system is similar to that of a concept in another system, 

but they have different structures, then the values of the 

properties in one ontology can be organized as a set of 

instances of an identical concept in another ontology using a 

specific restriction, as follows. 

Mapping Rule 8 below is used to map LR2:Learning 

Resource, whose property LR2:hasStructure has the 

value LR2:course as its range, into the related concept 

CO:Course. 

 

Mapping Rule 8: 

   )()( ?xCO:Courseurse?x, LR2:couctureLR2:hasStr   

 

)()( 

)(

)( )(

)()(

ame?x, ?fullNvCard:FN?xntitylom-base:E

  ?n3 ?n2, " ", ?n1, " ",?fullName,ngConcatswrlb:stri

?x, ?n3meLR1:lastNa?x, ?n2ameLR1:firstN

?x, ?n1LR1:title?xsLR1:Member







)(

)(

)( )(

)( )(

 )(

)(

)(

)(

)()(

?b, ?n4ly-namevCard:fami

?b, ?n3n-namevCard:give

?b, ?n1ixrific-prefvCard:hono?x, ?bvCard:N

?xCO:Author?bmeLR1:TempNa

" "?n4, ?n2, tringAfterswrlb:subs

" "?n3, ?n2, etringBeforswrlb:subs

 "?n2, ?n, "tringAfterswrlb:subs

 "?n1, ?n, "etringBeforswrlb:subs

?x, ?nLR1:author?xngResourceLR1:Learni
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mapping and rule-based inference. The proposed approach 

focuses mainly on addressing the problem of heterogeneity, 

including both semantic and structural conflicts. The 

standard CO was designed for a global shared ontology for 

overcoming the heterogeneity problems among different 

LMSs. Reasoning rules to cope with the problems were 

defined using SWRL. The LRIS application for LR discovery 

was developed in order to evaluate the proposed approach. 

Experimental results have shown that our proposed 

approach performs effectively. Moreover, the proposed 

rules also allow other approaches to be incorporated, despite 

the existence of distinct platforms and data heterogeneities. 

The application of a metadata-based ontology enables us to 

achieve a higher level of interoperability and greater 

practicability in e-learning domains. 

However, the ability of our approach to resolve more 

complex problems is still limited. The mapping process is 

not fully automatic. Some conflicts require a domain expert 

to detect and resolve them manually. Modelling of mediator 

ontologies has been investigated mainly in the context of its 

application to e-learning, and does not cover other domains. 

In future work, we intend to improve the mediator ontology 

in order to support different educational systems. The semi-

automatic mapping tool must be enhanced to support the 

mapping process. Moreover, more conflict resolution needs 

to be performed in future work. 
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